
Strengthen Your Workforce  
with Network+ Certification  

Staffing CompTIA Network+ 

certified professionals ensures 

your organization’s networks 

are in capabale hands.  

HIRING TOOL 

Including Network+ certification as a requirement 

in your job postings increases the likelihood of 

hiring the right personnel. 

QUALIFIED EMPLOYEES

91% of hiring managers indicate CompTIA 

certifications are valuable in validating expertise. 

Network+ certified employees are highly 

qualified to effectively manage your network 

infrastructure.*

LOYAL WORKFORCE 

84% of certified workers stay with their current 

employer, giving you the long-term benefits of a 

highly skilled workforce.**

RELIABLE NETWORKS

A dependable network is essential for your 

business to keep customers and the organization 

connected. Network+ certification confirms 

that your IT employees are qualifed to build 

and maintain a reliable infrastructure for your 

organization.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

CompTIA Network+ certification is the capstone to 

your employee training that validates their true 

capabilities and ensures your training budget is 

providing a solid return. 

IT Employers

Network+

“The payoff 

is not just in 

the staff’s 

technical 

ability but 

also in their 

engagement, 

which I think 

is pretty 

important 

in terms of 

quality staff.” 

FRANK SIMKINS,  

MUNSON 

HEALTHCARE

* Source: CompTIA Employer perceptions of IT Training and Certification 
** Source: CompTIA’s 2nd Annual IT Career Insights Study



Verified Skills 
The CompTIA Network+ certification exam includes both 

multiple-choice and performance-based questions that require 

each individual to perform in a simulated environment. The 

exam explores candidates’ knowledge of networking features 

and functions, including virtual networking, networking 

security and in-depth knowledge of OSI and TCP/IP models. 

CompTIA Network+ CERTIFICATION EXAM

Network+ certification requires passing the CompTIA  Network+ certification exam: 

• CompTIA Network+ N10-005 covers the fundamentals of computer networking technologies, installation 

and configuration, media and topologies, management and security.

GETTING CERTIFIED

Your employees may enjoy the rewards of Network+ 

certification by following these steps: 

1. Preparing with a number of training options:  

Classroom, Books, E-Learning, Boot Camps,  

Practice Tests.

2. Locating a nearby testing center and taking the 

Network+ exam.

Learn more: Certification.CompTIA.org/networkplus 

 

CompTIA is the world’s largest provider of vendor-neutral certifications.   

CompTIA certifications are developed with the support of leading technology  

companies and organizations, and validated by industry experts around the world.

These top organizations support CompTIA 
Network+ certification for their technicians:

• Cisco

• Intel

• U.S. Department of Defense

• Canon

• Best Buy

“Offering 

training and 

certification 

allows us to 

demonstrate 

commitment 

to our staff.

We get much 

more out of 

the money we 

spend in those 

areas than we 

would if we 

simply passed 

that money 

along in salary 

increases.”

BAYCREST CENTRE  

FOR GERIATRIC CARE

CompTIA Network+ is a perfect  

qualification for the following jobs:  network 

administrator, network technician, network 

installer, help desk technician
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